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16, ASITRACT During the reporting period of this contract, Four activities were in progress
1)	 the completion of the 2-D diffusion studies in SOS, (2) the set-up of a'sputtering
system, furnaces, and photolithography related equipment at MSU, (3) experiments on
double layer metal, and (4) the. investigation of 2-A modeling of MOSFETs.
Using the 2-D diffusion program developed in the previous contract period, simula,
tions of various phosphorus and boron diffusions in SOS have been completed.
The MSU I. C. Laboratory has in place the furnaces, the photolithography facilities
and metallization system to reproduce the NASA/Huntsville double layer process - the only
missing equipment being the SiO 	 vapox reactor.	 I
The double layer metal activity initially emphasized ,wet chemistry techniques. By	 r
incorporating the following techniques:	 (1) ultrasonic etching of the visa, (2) premetal E
clean using a modified buffered HF, (3) phosphorus draped vapox, and (4) extended sinter-'
ing, yields of 98% were obtained using the standard test pattern.
A two dimensional modeling program has been written for the simulation of short
channel MOSFETs with nonuniform substrate doping. 	 A key simplifying assumption used is
that majority carriers Can be represented by a sheet charge at the silicon dioxide-
silicon interface. 	 The program is not complete. 	 In .solving current continuity equation,
the program does not converge.	 However, solving the 2-dimensional Poisson equation For
the potential distribution has been achieved.	 The status of other 2-D MOSFET simulation
programs are sullunarized.
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SUMMARY
4
r
During the reporting period of this contract, four activities
were in progress.
r	 y
`	 1)	 the completion of the 2-D diffubion studies inSOS
1	 2)	 the set-up of a sputtering system, furnaces, and
photolithography related equipment at MSU,
3)	 experiments on double layer metal, and
	
I
4)	 the investigation of 2-D modeling of MOSFETs.
Using the 2-t? diffusion program developed in the previous
contract period, simulations of various phosphorus and boron fl
diffusions in SOS have been completed.
The MSU 1. C. Laboratory has in place the furnaces, the
photolithography facilities and metallization system to reproduce
the NASA/Huntsville double layer metal process - 'the only missing
	
L
equipment being the SiO2 vapox reactor;
;E
The double layer metal activity initially emphasized wet
#	 :f
chemistry techniques,
	 By incorporating the following techn iques:
v
1
w	 i 
x
rlk
r
^t
R (l) ultrasonic etching of the visa, (2) prem0eal clean using a
modified buffered HF, (3) phosphorus doped vapox, and (4) extended
sintering, yields of 98X were obtained using the standard test
a" pattern.
A two dimensional, modeling program has been written for the
simulation of short channel MOSFETs with nonuniform substrate
doping.	 A key simplifying assumption used t o that the majority
w
carriers tan be represented by a sheet charge at the silicon
dioxide-silicon interface.	 The program is not comp;lateo 	 In
solving current continuity equation, the program < does not converge.
}
However, solving the 2-dimensional Poisson equation for the
potential distribution has been achieved.	 The status of other
w
2-A MOSFET simulation programs are summarized. j
r
r
r
s
4
1
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1. REDISTRIBUTION DIFFUSIONS FOR ION-IMPLANTED
PREDEPOSITS OF MORON AND PHOSPHORUS IN :SOS FILMS
The objective of this work was to produce curves describing
the variation with diffusion time and temperature of the junction
depth, sheet resistance and integrated impurity dose'. This data
has been generated for boron and phosphorus red ributed in
nitrogen, dry oxygen and steam ambtento for <111> oriented SOS
films. The following section presents discussi6os of the .mpl,an-
tatton and redistribution modes, further program develop, the
computational procedure and of the computed results,
A. The Redistribution Model.
There are three ,aspects of the, redistribution model which are
considered: (a) the implanted profile, (b) the oxidation modes,
and (c)' the diffusivity model.
a) The implanted profile, The implanted profile is described
MAX	 top
1Red stv ,ibution data: has been generated for the following condi-
t iond.	 (1.11 a
12	 15	 13	 14	 -.Qimp x	 5xlp	 , 10	 , 540	 , lA	 Gm
Rp
	0.27335 olp	 80 kaV boron Impl ant..
0.1727 um	 150 keV phosphorus.
t	 ; ,F
AR	 0 . 0665 um	 80 keV boron Implant
f
p	
0.0440 pm	 150 keV phosphorus.
a
The dose► are light to moderate resulting In aoncentrotious noi
heavier than 6401 8 cmr3 , and the range-straggle values are typical
of those employed at MSFC.	 It is assumed that all of the ions
becoma activated shortly otter redistribution begins and thereby
diffuse by a substi tutional mechanism #nvolv:ting vncancales.
}b.) Oxidation model':
	
The oxidation model is assumed to be the
carne as for bulk silicon and the data of Deal et. al. [.1.21 has
been used to calculate the oxidation rate according to
z	 ,
dx
where B and C follow Boltzmann-Like temperature dependences.
Figures ( I	 and (2) illustrate the oxide thickness dependence
upon time and temperature for both dry OZ and steam ambients.
,.
During the oxidation, the silicon film thickness i,s reduced
} according to:
_W^'Wo-axo	 ,	 (4
_2
.	
.':Y
lwhore W0 is the initial file thickness ) taken to be 1 on, and	 i
4 w 0.45 is the ratio of the censities of SiO2
 to silicon.
Redistribution data is given tot Wa - 1 pm and an initial oxide
thickness of xo 300
c.) Diffusivity model: The diffusivity model for boron was
discussed in an earlier report (1,11 and it .includes a linear
dependence of the diffusivity upon the vacancy concentration as
well as the field-enhancement effect. The diffusivity model for
phosphorous includes only the field-enhancement effect which is
sufficient to ` des,:ribo the non-linear behavior of phosphorous
diffusions 0 concentrations lower than 1019 cm-3 as ehown`by
Barry 11.41 said paIr and Tsai (1.51. The diffusivity temperature
_A
'	 dependence in after Fair tl.61 and Fair and 'Tsai (1.51 adaptation
t
	
	
of data-by Ghostagore (1.6]. For either boron or phosphorous the
effective diffusivity is given by
D
e f f ' D (u) x (1 + u /
	 u	 ) ,	 ( 5
r
where,
U	 c/2 ni ,	 (6
and
D (u)
	 D* u , for boron, 	 (7 )
D
p
*	 , for phosphorus.
F, 
and where ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration at the
diffusion temperature and Dg* and Dp* are the intrinsic diffusi-
w	 viti.es of boron and phosphorus:
f
,
kL
I`rr
1
3
DD	 3.17 exp (-3 . 59eVr k$T) cm2/sac*#
DP	 5.85 exp (-3. 66eV/ kBT)	 9
1 g.	 Further Program Development
The program which was used to generate. the data has been
E^
^ y described in detail in an earlier report.	 It was noted that the
f
a
program was developed In such a way that one could take advantage
of a normalization procedure for predeposi .tion diffusions and
to
^I
!. generate data applicable to different film thickneasee.	 However,
Itisnot possiblelto gain such an advantage for redistribution
diffusions involving ion-implants or growth of an oxide. 	 Then
the program was used to generate data, it was discovered that some4
other features of the program are extraneous unless further refined.
The program was developed to account for both thin and thick
rt oxides such as would be encountered in some practical situations.
r
However, such a, simulation requires the incorporation of a warped
_
grid system, a modification which would require considerably more
effort.
	 Therefore, the variable oxide feature is of limited value
at this time, since the program, at best, only approximates the
conditions for growth of a very thin oxide during redistribution.
A modification was made which allows accurate treatment of
r
- redistribution under oxidizing conditions when onlya single oxide'
thickness is involved.	 The original program treated the oxidation
t
process with regard to the boundary conditions; however, unlike the
4
{ accountcase of bulk silicon, one must also 	 for the reduction of
z
k	 nX
k
the silicon film thickness. This feature is now included in the
program. During the simulation of a redistribution In an oxidising
ambient, the vertical grid spacing continuously shrinks while the
horizontal grid spacing is constant. The modification does not
show up on logic flow diagravA at the level of detail Which has
previously been given. For completeness, a new lisrirV^ of the
affected main and sub-programs in $Ivan in Appendix D.
C. Computational Procedure
Thr> program deacri;bed In -an earlier report, and modified as
described in the preceding, was used to generate the data, Two-
dimensional data was obtained in the form of isoconcentration con-{
tours for typical 1.Rituat ins. The bulk of the data which can be
correlated with experimental measurements is generated using a
quasi-one-dimensional model in a manner described in a previous
ro
report. [1.31 A brief review of the procedure is ,given in the
r	
following.
For generation of sheet resistance, junction depth and irate-
	 ;I
grated impurity dose data as a function of time andtemAerature,,
only a one-dimensional. profile need be calculated. This is accom-
plished by making the horizontal grid only, three unite wide but
keeping the field six film thicknesses wide. Periodic boundary
conditions for the horizontal dimensions are employed in the
program and result in a calculation which produces the vertical
profile equivalent to a none-dimensional model. Thus without
sacrificing the generality of the program for treating
xj
r Y	 L
Y	 Y
3	
tl
y
two-dimensional cases, the amount of computing bare is drastically
reduced when the data that is desired does not require the full
power of the programs.
The vertical grid varies,frPm thirty one to sixtyone points
as required for accuracy in details of the profile, and most of
the data is not sensitive to the number of grid points used if the
number is chosen in this range. For the purpose of illustrating
the unusual nature of phosphorous profiles, the larger number of
points was required.
i
D.	 Discussion of Results M
First, some of the unusual behavior of redistribution diffusions
in SOS films will be discussed in this section. 	 Next, the format
for the calculated curves will be discussed _and, finally, thes	 Ys
bulk of the generated data is given in Appendix A and B without
further comment.
Figures ( 1) and ( 2) illustrate the oxide thickness growth 2	
1
and silicon film thickness reduction as functions of time for
<111> silicon films oxidized in steam and dry	 Oz	 ambiento.	 The
O <..
evolution traced beginning with an initial oxide of 300 A thickness
on an SOS film of l,pm initial thickness. 	 The curves are shown for
four temperatures.	 The data are necessary for interpreting some
 of the results for simulated redistributions.
Figures ( 3) and ( 4 ) show impurity profiles for boron and
t^ phosphorus implants being redistributed in a;,steam ambient at
1000 deg. C.	 The profiles are all plotted with a common origin as
r
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would be the case for experimentally derived profiles where the
Si-siO2
 interface would serve as the logical origin. -However,
r	 the profiles are normalized with respect to the film thickness
which is of course shrinking.
	
The boron profiles , are not unusual
but show the wellknown leaching effect due to segregation into the
oxide.	 The phosphorus profiles show the effect of impurities
being rejected from the oxide.	 There is a pile-up of impurities
In front of the advancing Si SiO 2 interface and then a dip which
r
eventually disappears.
	
It is easy for one to draw an erroneous
f
conclusion from observing the profiles, because it appears that
E	 the integrated dose should increase or	 at least remain constant
and the sheetresistance should decrease with time.	 This is not
true.	 Although the segregation coefficient favors phosphorus in
silicon vs. SW	 eventually all of the phosphorus will be in the
S102 when the SOS film is completely oxidized since the model
assumes that there-is_no diffusion into the sapphire.
Figures (5-7) illustrate the behavior of the Junction
migration, sheet resistance variation, and integrated impurity
dose variation over a long period of time. 	 All of the curves are
plotted with respect to normalized time, and true time is obtained
t
n
r	 by multiplying by the normalizing time value given on the plot.
Junction depths are in microns, sheet resistance values are in ohms,
and dose values are in cm 2 units unless otherwise marked.	 The
curves are given in the typical format for all of the data.`
,- For an ion-implanted profile, there are in fact two junctions
until one of thefunctions emerges at the Si-81,02 interface.
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Therefore, the sheet resistance values are for the buried layer
until the front junction disappears. This typically occurs in a
short time compared with that for through-diffusion of the back
Junction. Flv pp ;e
 ( 5 ) illustrates thethrough-diffusion of the
back junction for the heavier doses. This always occurs for
redistribution in a nitrogen ambient but not necessarily so for an
oxidizing ambient. After the through diffusion, or even before
for light doses, the junction depth will eventually decrease due
to the reduction of the ,film thickness or due to the. relatively
slow advancement of the junction with respect to the moving
Si-S 02
 interface. In some of the data presented in the appendix,
the junction appears to remain almost stationary for this same
reason. The variation of the _sheet resistance and dose with
redistribution time also may appear strange when compared with
results for bulk silicon; however, consideration of the previously
mentioned factors also explains these results.
Two-dimensional isoconcentration contours are given in the
appendix for the various ambents and the two impurity types. The
results are not as remarkable as those given in the last report
which were for chemically predeposted boron. In that case,	 }
there was initially a heavy concentration of fast diffusing
'Impurities at the Si-SiO 2 interface which were strongly retarded
k
	
	 due to the segregation phenomena. This does not happen with the	 k
ion-implanted predeposit because the initial profile lies below the
4
interface at which the segregation phenomena is effective.
f
15
.=tf.
;F
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11. DOUBLE-LEVEL METALLIZATION" TECHNIQUES
	
e	 ff	 k
A. Long Term Objective
r
Integrated circuit technologies which incorporate two-levels
of metallization into the interconnection scheme are often limited
in density and yield because of limitations in the double-layer
r
natal technology Itself. With a dual level aluminum and deposited
(lov temperature) silicon oxide as the base system, the primary
rt
objective of this program is to evaluate the basic yield. limitations
of that system and investigate alternate approaches in order to
enhance the yield and/or facilitate improved circuit density.- . With
a
the pressure of device (or design rule) scaling as an on-going
k
philosophy, high yield for a large number of small vial and small
lines becomes extremely important.
t
B. Fabrication Facilities a
Mississippi State university r
Most of the facilities work during this contract period was
directed toward the development of a sputtering system for pre-
i
paring aluminum and aluminum-alloy films in support of the double
layer metal programm. 'A photograph of the completed' system is
shown in Figure 8. Briefly, the system consists of the fallowing.
The basic vacuum system is a Varian-NRC 6 inch oil diffusion
and mechanical roughing pump equipped for automatic and manual
	
operation. The diffusion pump is equipped for LN 2 cooling of the	 V
_	
1'7
....: j)WG PAGE BLANK Wr lt1W
3
^s	
,
F, 
-1
i
Figure 8. Photograph of metallization svatem
using sputter-Run source.
^ft PAGE 
►s
Q11AL 17y
18
^.	 _....
cold trap. The sputter gun and power supply wort- obtained
from Sic on, Technology. The *puttoriag chamber was designed and
built at Mississippi State. It consist* of a Corning 128 glass
cylinder W, an aluminum top plaits machined to oceoawdate up to
three sputter guns. A cold cathode. disebarSo ga yssa was constructed
and installed in the baseplate of the chamber to measure the
pressure during the sputtering operation. A throttle value with
I,	 several threaded holes for accomodating plugs is operated by one
'	 of two mechanical feedthroughs in the baseplatc. A lift mechanism
i
	 with a reversible motor was designed and constructed for raising
the top dilate and sputter guns.
3
Inside the chamber is equipped with a rotating table which
accomodates up to eight wafers of 14-2 11 in diameeter. The table is
driven by a vacuum sealed shaded pole motor through a magnetic
coupling at 7 rpm. The entire motor-table assembly is rotated by
a chain-sprocket-mectiani,cal feedthrough arrangement through three 	
I
sputter-gun and two mask positions. The mask is attached to the
i	 rotating assembly and provides one hole through which tbasputter
gun deposits metal on the wafers. A crystal, film thickness sensor
Is located beneath the sputter-gun and receives a,deposit through
a hole at. an unused wafer position on the table.
The sputtering chamber opens into a class 100 clean bench in
order to maintain a high level of cleanliness. The system is
located in the metallizing and bonding room of the microelectronics
laboratories in Simrall Engineering Building, and this room was
designed with air conditioning and filtering units to maintain a
class 10,000 environment.
,	 rs
{ F7
,z
The: Installation of a •x-tube Thermo hanger diffusion.:
furnace was completed with the addition of a venting system for
exhausting the scavenger boxes.
Complete PMOS circuits have been fabricated in the MSU
a
z	
facilities
A summary of the microelectronics facility at MSU is provided
s
In Appendix E
i
G. Double Layer Metal Experiments
Reviewing the literature has disclosed many investigations
i
relative to the surface oxidation processes of aluminumo including
recent reported results by Sell. Lab personnel which directly
r
relates to double layer metal processing.
	
'these studies shown that
the aluminum surface is extremely reactive and grows ,Al 03.nHZ0
films rapidly in water based solutions to thicknesses which
cannot be reduced during the sintering operation. 	 Even the growth	 a
r rate of Al 20	 on Al in air at room temperature is reported to be
o
In the range of 30 A.
	
This compares with the Bell Lab's estimate
of 55 A of Al203 which can marginally be reduced by sintering.
After careful review of the basic double layer metal process,
certain ones stand out as suspects 	 (1) The via etch using buffered
r etch, (2) the initial, oxidation during vapox deposition, and
(3) the photoresist removal.
Consequently, three sets of experiments were initiated:
^F
r
1)	 modification of the wet chemistry techniques,
20
2) dry chemistry processing and/or new insulation saterials,
egg , polynide,, nitride,
3) the incorporation of in situ back sputtering
Dramatic improvements in yield wera achieved with relatively
minor changes in the wet chemistry processing. The effective yield
in the number of visa having a total contact resistance of less
than 500 ohms has been increased to the 98-99 per cent Level for
a test pattern having 560 vies of varying sizes by the use of
i .	 wet chemistry processing techniques and post-heat treatments,
4
Alternations in the ,process which accounts for these results
consists of the following:
1) etching the visa (intermetal contact windows) through
C.V.D. SiO2 using an ultrasonic etch process in the dark hass
rendered improved results over that whereby etching was accom-
plished by dipping the wafer in stirred B.O.E.
_i
2) chemically cleaning the first level metal through the
visa with 1:1.1 ethylene glycol; buffered HF:H2O solution for
20-30 seconds just prior to depositing the second level metal.
3) the use of phosphorus doped vapox to allow for faster
via etch times and the ability to perform post hest treatments
of temperatures in the 500°C. range, without the cracking (crazing)
observed with undoped vapox. The use of phosphosilicate glass also
tends to give a lower initial contact resistance over that obtained
with undoped vapox.
4) the use of post ;heat treatment (sintering) in the vicinity
of 500°C. tends to drastically decrease the total via contact 	 r
r
i	 F
„ 1
resistance thereby increasing yield. On wafers exhibiting initial
poor yields, sintering can improve this yield by 500 -800 percent,
4 ^;
	
	
On wafers having good yield initial ly, the contact resistance can
be substantially improved'. (Average contact resistance of 150 and
200 ohms have been obtained for 560 vial of 0,5 and 0.2 mix square
vias, respectively.)
k	 The details of these double layer metal experiments relative
,y
:i
to wet chemistry have been reported in a special 'report, but are
Included for convenience in Appendix V, "Sintering effects on
Doublt: Layer Metal for VLSI Applications".
The exploratory processing involving dry chemistry required
the use of plasma etching and plasma deposition equipment not,
available at either the Marshall Space Flight Center or Mississippi
a
State University. Consequently, the logistics involved in pro- 	 I
ceasing the "wafers have been difficult,
r	 Four types of insulators were to be investigated:^f
1) 5% phosphorus doped silox,
2) plasma nitride,
Y
i	 3) the GAF version of polyimide,, and
4) the ` Hitachi l'IQ 
Whenever possible, ,dry chemistry processing was to be compared with
	 x x
"'standard" wet chemistry. The wafers were processed through the
`	 first metal musk at Marshall. Space flight Center in standard
t
.fashion. The polyimide material was processed at American Micro-
systems, Inc. (AMI) using the standard recommended procedures by
7
t
r	 ,
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the maoufacturees, The nitride and silox were deposited at AMI
using their standard processes, the former on an Applied Materials
plasma reactor. The wet chemistry processing was perfdrmed at
AMI using AMI's standard processing. The plasma etching was
performed by Davis and gilder on one of their production, parallel
plateplasma system using their proprietary processes.
The wet chemistry split involving silox was lost when the
"Pad"standard	 etch attacked the metal completely.
	 The same
batch etchant continued to ,provide good results on AMI material.
Since the first layer metal at NASA was depRaited,via.sputtering
and with many different impurities, compared with approximately
1% Si:,Al deposited with electron beam, the difference in the
metal film Is believed to be the source of the problent.
The plasma nitride material and silox material, deposited by
AMI and plasma etched by Davis
	 Wilder, was processed without
any problems other than long delays.
	 This material plus the
polyimIde material has finally been received for the final
processing here.
	 Although, no electrical results are available
at the present, the microscopic examination displays the expected
sharper edges of the dry processed material vs. the standard wet
chemistry.
In the meantime, the results of the in situ back sputtering
experiment were obtained.
	 As was expected, the in situ back
sputtering split gave much improved yields over that for the
standard, material
	 the detail results being published elsewhere.
The results of these experiments points to the requirement to
A
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.i
vary effectively remove the Al203 prior to the second metal ization
or minimize its formation during wafer processing to within the
order of 30 A which a good sintering treatment can reduce. The
in situ cleaning forgives prior processing which tends to grow
the Al203 such as photoresist removal: and buffered Hr etching
of oxide.
The dry processing has the potential in the future of
resolving smaller via sizes and, simultaneously, avoids the
f harmful `H20 to accelerate the aluminum oxide (and hydrate)
formation. Although dry processing to remove the photoresist is
r
routinely done one should expect Al20 3 formatIon due to the
presence , of active oxygen 'in the "ash^ng" process. Some parallel
'	 plate reactors can be modified to introduce Ar at low pressure
and effectively as in a back sputtering mode. This latter mode
could then be used as a clean up step prior to second metal
deposition although not in situ. Undoubtedly, dry processing
is going to be extremely important in future double layer metal
z:
development work.
	 r
a
} 
	?<
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III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL, MOSFET SIMULATION PROGRAM
A. Long Term Objective
The basic long term objective is to develop a two-dimensional
.F computer program which derives the channel current in steady-state
from given values of potential; source, drain, gate, and substrate.
Also given are physical parameters such .ao gate length, dielectric
E.	 b
thickness, doping levels, etc. The substrate doping level should
be variable in two dimensions and the substrate potential is	
3
independent of the source potential in order to include body-bias
effects. The program is intended to model MOSFETs with short ehannels
ti	 with particular emphasis on subthreshold and punch-through conduction.
Secondary objective is to utilize techniques in the computer
program to minimize computer run time while still maintaining reasons-
ble simulation accuracy.
t	 ,
B. Scope of Work
Review the literature dealing with electrical models for the
MOS transistors which takes into account two dimensional effects and	 d
investigate their applicability to short channel structures. Identify
and demonstrate computer methods suitable for analysis and investigate
preliminary problems which need to be solved,'
Y	 ,
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C. Introduction
At the beginning of this project no programs were available
which satisfied the specified objectives. There has been consid-
erable work in two-dimensional modelling of JFETs including the
works of Kennedy and O'Brien [3.11 and Martin Reiser [3.2], The
MESFET has also received attention in two-dimensional simulation,
e.g., Barnes (3.3). Various modes of MOSFET operation have been
simulated or modeled using two-dimensional techniques, e.g.
Schroeder and Muller '[3.4] (saturation), Barron (3.5) (low level
x currents),, Armstrong e al [3.6] (pinch-off), Kennedy [3.7] (effects
of ionising radiation), Kennedy and Marley (3.$1 (saturation)3
Mock [3.9], Motta [3.10), El-Mansy-and Boothroyd [3.111.	 Alcho;agh
these works all contribute to the knowledge required in reaching
a
the objective of this task, only the effort by Mock is sufficiently
general to meet the objectives--and it is unavailarpl.e for public
s
r
r distribution. x
The work by Barnes (3:3) described the application of the
finite-element method to the analysis of the MESFET.
Further, the finite-element method has been used for some time
in solving problems in mechanics and elasticity; however, it has
only recently been applied to semiconduction problems.	 This method
has the power to treat some problems, such as eigen-value problems,
s,
for which the finite-difference method is awkward if at all
applicable.	 It can also be applied to the solution of field
is
t;
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distributions governed by partial differential equations, and one
of the most attractive features as compared to the finite-element
method is purported to be the ease of treating non-rectangular
geometries and irregular boundaries. For examples the geometry	 r^
of the VMOS structure could be accomodated. It was decided to
further investigate this technique.
The details of this evaluation are included in the appendix.
In summary, the evaluation resulted in some skepticism that the
finite element method would be sufficiently effective for semi-
conductor problems to justify the effort. A more recent paper has
reinforced this attitude. This paper indicates that the proper
formulations of the semiconductor problem for the finite element
i
approach remain to be demonstrated, and, in agreement with out
observations, point out that the application of Galerkin's method
is subject to skepticism. Therefore, it was concluded that the
further work should be based upon the finite--difference method
which we have used before although the finite-element method is
r	 intriguing and may be further developed in the future,
Key in the development of this task is the proper selection
of assumptions. Certain assumptions are required to focus the 	 j
S
effort and facilitate convergence expeditiously and, therefore,
minimize computer time. On the other hand, too many assumptions
lead to loss in utility.
The basic assumptions .follow:
1) Recombination/generation is negligible.
2) Hole conduction is negligible
r,	 x
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3) The conventional expression for Poioson "s equation is
valid [see next section).
4) The mobile majority carriers are included in an
infinitesimally thick layer of change at the Si-SiO2 interface.
5) The current flow in the channel is then described by a
one-dimensional equation,
Jn	 q U ax + q p SEx
t
f
where
S	 -	 density of majority carriers in the channel,
D	 .	 majority carrier dif=fusion constant, A
u, -	 channel carrier mobility , and
► EX	 -	 tangential electric field component.
u
{ The first three sections are common in the stated literature
and restrict the model: from covering phenomena associated with
breakdown and bulk generated leadage currents. The last assumption
r	 ,
j is key and separates this work sericop	from that of Mock although
Kennedy [3.7] used a similar approach for the sake of simplification.
Key also are the normal assumptions which are not made and .
which are commonly utilized:
1)	 the gradual channel approximation,
2)	 constant substrate doping, and
3)	 zero substrate bias.
Although a constant effective channel mobility is utilized
k.
during the initial development of the program, it is not intended
to remain a basic, assumption.
28'
Assuming step junctions at the source for drain) , the potential
in the depletion region and oxide is defined by Poisson's equation
with appropriate boundary conditions (Figure 9)
1) fixed potential along the source (or drain;) boundary
(BCD and WK),
2) fixed potential deep within the bulk substrate (AL),
3) zero horizontal component of electric field under the
source and drain and far from the channel (AB and KQ
4)	 zero horizontal component, of electric field in the oxide
far from the channel (FF and KH) and
5)	 constant potential on the gate electrode (FG).
For convenience the substrate in the basic program is defined
as having zero potential.
	 The source ,
	drain, and gate potentials
are their respective applied potentials plus their work £unctions
with respect to the substrate, i.e.,
source
	
VS + VBi
drain
	
Vp + Vgi
gate 	 VG + ems
For the NMOS example the potential
	
T	 is always non-negative.
The gate dielectric is assumed to be ideal with infinite
resistivity.
	 The charge density in the dielectric is assumed to
be zero except for a sheet charge. representing the silicon-silicon f
dioxide interface charge
	 Qss	 which is arbitrarily assumed to be
o c,
50 A within the oxide at one grid spacing; above the channel grid,
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Figure 9.	 MOSFET Cross-Section
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Key to the simulation of short channel devices is solving the
two-dimensional Poisson's equation without making unnecessary
approximations. The finita»difference ,formulation for Poisson's
equation Is given in the next section, The majority carrier charge
Is neglected in this formulation except for the sheet charge
representation at the oxide interface. The intent is to ignore the
charge where it is negligible compared with the ionized doping
charge--which is a good assumption everywhere except in the channel.
one can then solve Poisson's equation for the two
-
dimensional
potential distribution more easily and faster than if the coupled
majority carrier current equation is included and the majority
carrier density variable is included for every mash node.
Ater finding the potential distribution one ca'n, after the
fact, explicitly solve for the majority carrier densities and
current in order to predict punch-thru and subthreshold conduction
behavior. This approach is aimed at minimizing computation time
r while retaining the essential, relationships to maintain sufficient
accuracy for modeling purposes. Ode should expect a compromize in
accuracy, under certain conditions, when compared with the more
general approach of solving the two-dimensional conduction equation.
,a
a
D. The Poisson Equation, Difference Form
	 r:
ff
t
The Poisson equation in different form, is
F	 p2'Y	 - Arc	 ( ia)
31
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where
F T
	 electrostatic potential,,
S
»	 charge. density, and
C	 permittivity of the materiel.
For acceptor doped material the charge density is
,a
g p	 "`	 q (p-nNa )	 ,	 depletion,	 ,(1)
I
where
4,^	 s
q	 -	 Charge density,
p	 M	 hole density,
E n	 a	 electron density, and
t
Na	 A	 ionized acceptor density.
The thole density is defined by
p	 Na exp (--u)
	 (iz)
' where
u	 q /kT , the normalized
potential, and
r u	 0 in the charge neutral bulk. t^
Consequently, in the bulk substrate and in the depletion layer where
the electron density can be neglected,
`
p	 ffi - q Na
 Cl-exp (-u) J	 (l	 )
t
•
In the channel region the assumption is made that the electrons t
exists only in a sheet farm of iniinitostimal thickness at the
,^
a
silicon dioxide-silicon interface. 	 Since the hole density is
,t
F insignificant at inversion, the charge density in the channel is
t
ps	 -q (NaS+ nS )	 ,	 channel,	 ( 1 4)
{
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where
NaS is the effective shoot charge duct to the ionized
acceptors within the grad spacing defined by the interface
grid, and n  is the shoat charge of electrons in the
channel.
Near the oxide-silicon interface there are positive interface
charges of density Nsg , consequently,
p	 q NS$ + interface,	 (15^
0
with the location being assumed to be 50 A inside of the oxide.
Otherwise in the oxide the charge is assumed neutral.
p - n 0 oxide,,	 (16)
To solve the Poisson equation numerically, the left hand side
can be expanded in difference form as
VT 
(A Ui , j -l. + A U
i-1 ► j + C Ui
E ' 2 
C 
h ^+ h Wi 	 and
C
	
-(A +D+D+B)
j
	
.	 t
with the grid system defined in Figure 10,
Using the charge. equation (13) the complete Poisson equation
in finite-difference form is written for node (i,J) as
	
A(iJ )U 	+ D(i.J)U,	 + C( ,j)U	 + D(i,,^)U
	
a	 ^
qN
The above nonlinear equation can be linearized by defining a function
F such that
F(Uit 
-
1 , Ui-ilj' Ui ) j' Ui+y , j > Ui ?I J+l) 	Fi,
U _I.
40j)Ui,J`i	 T3(i: ) Ui..i + C (id) Ui ► 	 '.
l^
+ 
U (i,) Ui+1,J + g(ioj) Ui,j+l
-_	 a
(qNa /CVT) ti-exp (-Ui ► i)]	 0	 (19 )
Defining  set of reference value of U's and F such that8
Ur	 Ur	 Ur	 etc. and Pr , one can expand F around the
reference potentials;2>=
r+l	 8V	 r	 ^	 Jy
E
Fiv i i,j	
auifj`l
 AVi
l j—1	 Oui—1,j
	
Uiwl,i
	
( ^)
r	 r	
rBE	 BE	 ^F
^t 34
^•t4Y1t.w.: e,:,:iesr. xn. az,,.r -x.w Rcwa:	 a s-a.+,n,v«r ..^.,. 
..re.0
..........
h3
3+1,
hJ -1
^.,^-1	 I
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where
r
u	
qq	
r+1	 r_	 r
i 1J'1 	 U
	 etc.
i,1 -1	 U101-1	
► 
k	 {?
f The above expressions defines a system of equations In 	 A U	 as
}
Fr	 A(i, ) A U	 + B (i oj ) A U	 +C ( ioj) AU	 (2X)
i o 	 ^^ -1,^	 i,► ,
+ D(ij) AUi+, 	 + E(i,j) AU i,+l +iti
where
y
A R AB	 B, D A D, E S E,	 and
C	 C	 (qNa/kT) exp (
-Ul)
with A through E being defined in equation ( 17)	 The function F is
theoretically zero; therefore, by setting 	 Vi j	 0 ,	 a system of
!
linear equations in A U is obtained.	 For the node i,j
^y
AAUilj
-1 + 
DAU,3_1
►
j + CAUi,j
	(22 )
+ D A U^?
-J,	 + E AXi r +i 	 Fl
where	 Fi 	is defined in equation { 19 )•
By applying the method of lines, the linearized equations are
resolved into a tridiagonal matrix form as 3
y	 +
A A U	 + C A U	 +C AU
-- F^ - BA U i-1
	
+^ DAU' i+l
,i	 01	 1j
P where	 A U	 are taken as the most recent updated values of 	 A U
each iteration, but still keeping the U's fixed until convergence
:i f
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is achieved. The above equation ( 23 ) retains the old values
of AU along the x-axis and calculates the new values of AU
;p
	
	along the y-axis. Obviously, equation (23) can be written for
the inverse case. By alternating between the vertical ar!.d
1
	
	
horizontal forms of the tridiagonal matrix, the convergence can
be expedited.
Special consideration must be given to Poisson ' s equation at
the silicon-silicon dioxide interface. Figure (11)A) illustrates , the
channel sheet charge S in charge per unit area, the acceptor
charge Na in charge per unit volume, and the discontinuity in
G
permittivity. Applying Gauss ' s law in one dimension with two
surfaces at the midway points between C & C + 1 and C - l & C	 y
leads to the expression 	 ..y
ox 1/2 - eSiU-1 /2 	 positive charge enclosed 	 (24)
Nahe_1
°-q(S+ 2
Multiplying through by 2 	leads toVT(hc+h	 E')	 S
A.
e-1
Nahe_ ,)
2 Eox	 (uc+ Uc)	 Uc-1 Uc ^t	 2Z_.+ ^^	 (25)
hc+hc-1 ESi	 he	 he-1, cS,iVT	 he + he-1 a
which is the one dimension form of Poisson "s Law
d2	 eU l 	Peff
dy 2	 c Si ES i
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Figure 11A. G`aima l s law at the silicon-silicon
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Figure 11. Causs's law at the source corner
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2q(S + Naho.
PU•£f '^	
VT (hc{hc= )
with
Therefore, the finite difference form of the equation is obtained
by modifying the following terms in equation ( 18):
E on 2 (eSi
ox'	
Chc(hG_l+ hc)^_
l
 r	 ( 27
r	 C:--(A+B+D+ E) , and
f
peff
	 2	 (S + 11ahc-1/2)
C
	
(hc t1c-l) 	
5
!	 [Note: y Jmax for the channel node in the program.]
4
F
Similarly the 1^nearixed version is modified by i
i
Y
	
E3 Ei, Ci = Ci , and	 (28)
r	 1
Fi r c 
p,AUi,c-1 + BiUi_ i,c+ CiUi,c
i
+ D jUi+l, c + EiUi, c+j+ pef f r eS i
where the subscript i has been inserted to denote the coefficients
for mesh node (i, c).
In the region of Si - S102 interface where the Q SS charges
r
are assumed to exists, one mesh node is assumed inside the oxide,
the coefficients area
f
x E	 AAA, BE, C=C, DAD } E_E, andj.
s_
ti;
r'	
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i
Fx Aui,c+ BUi_lPc+l+ CUi t e+l+ DUi+l I' c+l
+
 Ui,c+2
+
 eat
[h c+ he+l)_l	 (29)
OXVT	 _
Similarly, in the oxide where p w 0 , the coefficients are
A - A, — B O - C D D, i E, and	 (30)
Fr	 AU	 + BU	 + CU	 + DU	 + EUi, ^ -1	 i-1, ^	 i, 3	 i+^., ^	 it j+1
E. The Channel Conduction Equation,
Difference Form
As noted previously, a significant assumption utilized to=
facilitate convergence, is that the channel charge as modeled as
a sheet charge at the silicon-silicon dioxide interface. The
channel, current is assumed to obey the single dimensional form of
the conventional three dimensional equation, i. e.,
Jn	 gDnBS + gU'nS Ex 	 (31)
_a
where	 S = density of electrons in channel. (# per unit area),
Dn _ electron diffusion constant,'	 A
µn = electron mobility, normally field dependent, and
`EX = tangential electric field component.
The above equation can be written in normalized form utilizing
Ex VT 
ax 
and Dtt V Pn (Einstein's relationship);
40	 -
f
P'
4.. _. r+•-	
_	 _.yam.-...^...--' -
rt,
Y
} jn .	 q V, P	 (as - S DX) { 32)
a
^	 w
Then f_	 .	 CSC a S) u
s	 n
C 33)
r° where fe so Jn (q V	 -	 , S ► 	 a—X	 and	 U .,	 ax
At any point	 x	 in the channel the general solution of S	 is
S(x)
x	
x	 f	
x
exp j	 U dx	 !	 C = s exp j 	 U' dx) dx + c ( 34)	 y
xi-1	 X1-1.	 11 n	 xi--1
which reduces to the specific solution for S(x)	 given
S	 at x - xi-1	 x
sCx)e-U 	si_le	 + qv	 eC.)	 d
T
C 35)
a
Rewriting the above leads to	 Si	 in terms of	 Si,i
1(
Siexp (--Ui)- 
Si-lexp (-Ui_i)
x^	 J
ex -UCH d	 n
C 36)
x1	 u C)	
-, q VT
r
Similarly, integrating between xi and xi+l leads to
i	 Si+1 exp - ( ui+1.) `^	 ,TS exp- C Ui) .... n
l
xi+T ex U C ^ )mod A	 q ` T	 { 37
xi PM	 )
	Assuming current continuity, i.e., J 	 constant, leads to
c
r
t	 4.,	 1
a.e	 ;
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f	 exit	 d
exp , fUil) J
	
u (^^)	 si-].	 (38
xi
xi"'SI; LUjexp - Ui	
^` u (^)	 si
xi-i
	
Xi 
exp^ 	 d '4exp-Gi+l
	
t()	 Si+1	 0
xi-1
The above equation is of the form
aiSi+ b S	 + ci5i+l-1	 i
and define a tridiagonal linear system of equations.
Equation	 36 should reduce to a familiar form as	 x- -x i-l' Ax + 4. .
Let	 S	 S, S @S + AS, U	 !^ U , U ^ U +AU	 Then 36	 becomesi	 o	 i-1i-1	 o	 0	 a
...u.
	
—U
j	 d
7
($AS) e	 o (l-AU) - Soe	 o	 Jno+ z
u`le Uo Ax
	 qVT {G
which reduces to
As	 S	 AU	 (40)qV V {n	 T	 Ax	 o Ax}
i
which displays the familiar diffusion and drift terms in the limit,
t_
The integral form in (36) has the potential of being more accurate{{
t
with Larger grid spacing.
ra
Another observation one may note is that the coefficients_
ai , bi , ci may be scaled, or normalized, to values less dependent
42,
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on the exponential of potential by multiplying them by exp(2Ui)
which gives
ai
 - exp (Ui-Ui-i) xi*lN (0 exp [Ui-U (01d t,
fx 
l
b	 U- W exp CUi-U. (C) J d C, and
Xi-1
ci = exp (Ui 
a +1)	 V 
_1 ( 
exp [ui" U ( ) l d C	 (ail)
xi-1
And, of course, if the mobility is assumed constant, then it can be
removed by multiplying through by u
Noting that a integ -n- aexponentially  wa=h potential  Noting that the i turn _ d vnr3.nR 	 it b- 
whereas the potential is expected to vary with x no worse than
the third power, one can approximate ths'inisgral by assuming
U - Uo m a(x - . x 0) 	(42)
and evaluate the slope a mdu at the lowest value of potential
3
over the range of integration. In this manner the neglected higher
order terms contribute very little error since the ij^tegrand falls.
off exponentially with potential. Changing variables for the
T
integration of b i , as an example, leads to
;L
b ^ Ui+1
i	
u
s 
LT exp [LT - Ul dU
	
( k3)
_
JU,l
where dU
a
	
	 Further,s dx
t	
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bi - 
tap]-1 {exp(Ui Ui_l) `" exp(Ui'^i+l) )	 (G4
with	 a and V	 evaluated at the lowest value of .0 which for	 a > 0
E is	
"'i-I	 Similarlyr^
a	 tauJ`l texp(U -It	 ) .. i] exp(u ,. U ,^i+l	 i	 i l
c	 "' tap) i_ U. +l )I l	 exp (Ui - Ui _t) ] exp (U i	7 t1
bi	 [ap ]ill [exp (U 7 Ui - exp (Ui- U	 (45)^1)
I where the subscript on	 tap]	 denotes the node for evaluating 	 a
f a
,F and	 u, assuming	 a > 0..
The boundary conditions for this system of equations
t
association with electron conduction in the channel must be defined
in terms of the source and drain corner mesh nodes for the MOSFET
operation in the active region. Figure 11 illustrates the applies-
h
tion of G`aus's Law at the source corner of the channel.
	
Mesh
nodes along the boundary of the source are common poential, therefore,
t the tangential electric field terms along the boundary of the source
are zero.-	 Since the electric field along the channel E t for
jF
operations of interest - at least at this source corner, the surface
a
charge. is modelled in a single dimensional manner, i.e.,
V' s	 E	 m _qS	 (46)ox N
IU
3 or, in terms of potential,
,a
FM VTsox( r.c+1- Ur,c)
h	 qS	 (47^
r
C
44
An alternate scheme involves the solution of thaon
dimensional Poiason equation:
Cox
C+	 QGs_ qS	 (48)(VG'_ ^ms ) - (V	 VBi )	 + QB
I 
r-O
where	 VG w the applied bias to the gate
- the gate work function relative to the substrate,M
VC	 the applied channel potential,
V	 the work function of the drain/source,Bi
t	 oxide thickness,
ox
e	 oxide permitivity,
ox
Q	 - silicon dioxide-silicon interface charge,
q - electronic charge,, and
Q	 the bulk charge density (per unit area)B
0	 for drain and source.
The	 Q	 expression can be defined in terms of the vertical electricB
field in the channel region:
h
ev	 (Uc-1 - Uc ),- q Na.	 C-1
h 
C-1	
2
where the subscript	 c	 refers to the channel node.
F.	 Channel Coupled Equations , 4
Although the channel conduction equation 08	 is linear in	 S,
it is nonlinear in potential.
	 The simultaneous solution of the
conduction.equation and the Poisson equation along the channel
45
requires linearizing (38)
Lot 
Fc i " : ai Si l + ^'i Si + ci Si+l where ai , bi , ci
are defined in (kS). Since the terms tap j^ i vary more slowly
than the exponential terms, the term is assumed constant for any
particular iteration, using the last known values of u's for its
evaluation. Then, the linearized conduction equation becomes
OF r
A
	
I C• - a S-Cauj -^ S Cxp(u -u
ci 311i-1 	 i i-1
	
i^l
	
i-1
+ GiSi+lexp(u -Ui„ l) (1 exp (u -ui-1) x"' { 3G1 
rF
c	
G	
a	 teXP (U -U ) -l]-l+ b si auis+
+ ciSat+l Cl -- exp (u 
-u	
)1-1[1-2 exp,(Ui
-U	 )1P
r
Dci ' bi ► g
OFci
ci	 = ,-a S	 exp(U _U	 ) Cdxp (U -U3Ui+l	 i i-7.	 i i+1	 i i-1
,	 l
+ b S exp(U -U
	 )(exp(U :.0 ) - exp(U -U	 )^i	
-
	 i+l
i i+l
Gci 
tt ci , and
a
l a Fr + A AU	 + B AS	 + C laU + A QS„x:.	 ci	 ci	 ci i-1
	
ci i-1	 ci i	 ci	 (49)
+ EGiAUi+l + GciAUi+l	 A
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I
9The Poiseop equation has be en previously derived, equations
( 27) and ( 28 ) with the cootficients being defined below for the
r3
new system of equations.
giAUi
-1,c + 61AUic + HiASi + DiAUj+1,c
A AU
i, c_l- 
EiAUi,e+l
	 i,c	 Tic (50
where
H  =
	
-2gjtsiVT (hjO c + hit a-1)]~l
Ai	 Ai	 from	 (17 )
B	 8i	 from	 (17 )
V = A	 from	 (17 )
'
E.	 E.	 from	 (17
C	 . C	 from	 (17i
Fi c
	
as defined in (28)
a
Simultaneously solving for the channel potential and the
change charge requires the simultaneous solution of the above two
equations ( 49 ) and (50 )	 which results in the following system
of equation in matrix forms
w _ AU2 T2cG H	 D	 g	 0	 0
AS -F
-F2a
C	 D	 E	 G	 0	 0	 .	 . AIJ Tic
B 0 C H D 0 AS -Fc
A	 E	 C	 D	 E 	 G	 ,
0	 0	 T3,	 0	 C	 H	 D	 0
r
0	 0	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 G	 0
.
'UN-1 N-1,c
LT
,
I	 /	 "I	 l	 J
GSA-^ F
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The matrix is a 6 diagonal matrix. The number of variables 3s
twice the number of grid points within the channel--not counting
the boundary nodes at the source or drain. The solution can be
conveniently solved by using a Guassian elimination technique.
`	 G Overall Flow Chart
In order to expedite convergence, initially, the gradual
channel approximation is assumed and the potential is calculated
} along the channel.
	 This analytical approach d ivides the device
cross-section into two regionso the channel, silicon substrate
` region and the oxide region.
In each of the two regions an initial approximation of the
potential distribution is obtained by solving the one_dime1118ionaq
t form of Poisson's equation utilizing the given boundary potentials
including the channel potential derived in the previous step.	 The
one-dimensional equation is equivalent to setting dUldx - 0 .
The potential distribution is found along one column (vertical)
simultaneously.	 By sweeping in the x direction, i. e. , repeat
the solution on another column, the potential distribution for
the entire region(s) is obtained,
Next the solution to the two dimensional P. E. is obtained
in each region..
	 the oxide the potential along a column is
obtained with the region being swept in the x-direction.	 In the
silicon convergence is expedited by usi ng the alternating^	 Y	 g	  direction -
A
implicit ^,,A'U) scheme.	 First, the potential in the row below the
; channel (3MAX0) i:s obtained.	 Next the potential distributions for
,z
48
Yq
each row between the source and drain are obtained by sweeping in
the negative y-direction. 	 When the solution to row JU is obtained,
the solution to the column I w 1 is obtained	 The colump solutions
are obtained by sweeping in the positive x-direction.
	
This ADI
scheme is repeated until satisfactory convergence is obtained.
With the two-dimensional potential distribution obtained for
both regions based on the gradual channel assumption, a new
estimate of the channel potential and the channel charge is obtained
br solving simultaneously the P. E. and current equation along the
f channel _row..	 The 2-D P. E. is then solved along the rows between
the source and drain by sweeping y in the negative direction.
	 Next b
the columns solutions are obtained sweeping the x-direction for
the entire regions--thus crossing
	 he channel in the appropriate
locations (I a I K + l
	 to I L-1)	 This ADI scheme starting at the
simultaneous solution of the P. E. and the current equation along
the channel row is repeated until satisfactory convergence is
obtained.
The channel current is obtained from an explicit solution to
"	
the channel
i current equation after the channel charge and potential
are found.
r
ry
H. Progress Report
r ;
e,	 The basic progrEim has been written which provides user
f	
flexibility for defining the physical dimensions, the°number of
F '	 grid points, p_or n type device, :petal or silicon gate, type'
.	 orientation of substrate, etc. 	 Provisions have been incorporated
49
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it 	 for sweeping multiple bias points in order to plot, for example,
i5
drain or transfer characteristic&. In addition, provisions are
t	 provided to plot the two dimension potential distribution as
}	 well as, prink out this data in table form.
i
Using an example bias the program has successfully completed
ix
the steps through the solution of the two dimensional P, E. using
the fixed channel potential as a boundary condition. However, at
E the next step, the channel charge is found to diverge. Time has
not allowed the resolution of the problem, bowever, an error has
been mound in the current equation program which may be the cause.
M Of deeper concern is the possibility that the channel charge is
not directly tied to the channel potential through the P, g ., but }
only indirectly,. 	 This may requU1a .the formulation of an expression .J
t for channel charge 	 qS	 as a function of potential and electric C
field which is then inserted into the Poisson equation. 	 Further #
investigation of this problem is required before the best solution
can be determine l'.
r
I'.	 Availability of 2-D MOSFCT Simula tors
The first 2--D simulator program which could provide 2-V
characteristics was developed by Mock [3.'9) and Kennedy [3.81 at
r
IBM in the 1970 to 1972 timeframe.
	 The program, based on fin ite
difference techniques, is proprietary to ISM.
	
However, a modified
{ version of this program has been,developed by Sutherland ['3.14]
(And Kennedy) at the University of Florida under contract to ARPA.
,.
r
This program is restricted to uniformi.ly doped substrates and zero
^
r
r
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t
oubstrate bias.
Kennedy at the Applied Electronics Research Corporation has
modified the Sutherland program to include provisions for
1) l-D substrate impurity profile,
2) mobility dependence on gate voltage, and
r
3) substrate bias
and is now licensing the program (MEMOS) for $10,000 for one year
t	 and $7,500 for each succeeding year.
In addition, Hitachi has developed a finite element version f
with provisions, at least, for substrates with 1-D impurity profiles,
Dr. Asai of Hitachi has indicated the possibility of licensing the
program to Universities, government and .industry in the United
^	
a
States. The Hitachi, program called CADDET was developed in 1977-1978.
At least one other 2-D simulation program is under development.
Jim Meindl at Stanford is under contract with ARPA to continue the
work by Sutherland. j
At this writing the author has been unable to determine when
the program under development at Stanford will be available for
distribution.
s
J. Recommendations
9
In view of the recent "availability" of alternate sources of
A
.,A
the 2-D simulator, it seems prudent to evaluate more seriously the
availability and cost for achieving a satisfactory and working
1	
program from the four possible sources. The compatibility with
3	 existing computers and the difficulty in modifying them to meet
51
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the stated objectives must be considered.
	
The authors believe}
this should be accomplished 'before seriously continuing with the
4	 present program.
	 Auer all, the Z-D MOSPET simulator is ,just the
means 3'ith Which to evaluate various short channel MOSFgT device 3
structures and not the end product:.
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In order to better understand the applicability of the finite
element 'method
	
it was applied to a one-dimensional linear diffusion
i,	 problem.	 This simple problem is one for which familiar results are
j`	 available for _comparison and at the same time taxes the finite-
element method.	 In its most valid form, the finite element method
is applicable to variational problems in which a true minimum of an
energy-related function exists. 	 Such a; minimum does not apply for
s
the semiconductor problem in which current flow occurs by diffusive
and conductive mechanisms.	 It has been proposed that a "weak form",
the so-called Galerkin method, be applied to such problems. 	 The
F
Z
typical semiconductor problem is a non-linear boundary value and
x
k
initial, condiction problem of which the linear diffusion problem is j
a very special case.	 In the example chosen, the diffusion variable
U. obeys:
u(x,01xsO= u	 1	 (a)	 (D.1) d,
u (x,t)i 6
	
= 0	 (b)X	 x a
,,
u(x, t) '	 = 1' , x-0	 (c)
a
t-0
0	 x> 0
ut - uXx - f (x, t)	 _	 0	 (D.•2)
3
The Galerkin formulation of this problem is:
a
(utv - ux X - fv) dx = 0	 (D.3)
J	 J 0
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Rwhere	 v(x,t)	 represents a "trial function" which in used to
approximate	 u(x,t).	 The finite element methods uses a set of
"hill functions" an illustrated in Figure U.1 to construct the
v(x,t) approximation. 	 Two of the popular hill functions are the
Hermite bicubic and the bilinear functions which are illustrated
in the figure and were used in the example. 	 The final form of the
approxiriate- solution is;
N
v(x,t)
	
-	 E qi (t) $i(x)i- l
On the node points the solution is approximated by the uet (q (0)
4
for the type of hill functions which overlap as illustrated in'
Figure D-1.	 Solution for the set ( qi (t)) is then analogous to
solving for the set fui (t)}- on the node points using the finite
difference technique. 	 The .equations for the set (q i (t)) are
obtained by substituting (U-4) into (D-3).
N	 (aq	 a^ 
E
ja
at	 ioj + q 
	 axxax + f¢	 dx	 0iil	 p
j	 1,2,3,......N	 (D.5)
From (D-5),a set of time differential equations is obtained which-
Is solved using an implicit numerical method_.
The solution.of the problem posed by the example is closely
approximated by the erfc function in the range	 0 < x < 3	 if a =6,
and this solution was used to compare the accuracy of the finite
element and finite differnece methods. 	 Figures D-2, D-4 show the
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w, P,
	f	
1
.maximum error as A. function of the reciprocal of the number of
grid points and the size of the time step, i.e. A 2 At /Ax2
The error obtained in the solution by the bilinear ,finite
element method is very nearly the same as that obtained with the
finite difference method. This was not surprising because the
system of equations for (qi (t)) and (u (0) were quite similar.
That was surprising was t$,at the Hermite b1cubic finite element
produced such poor results, although this surprise was based upon
the inCu,ition that since this element was more difficult to
use it should provide tome reward for the difficulty.
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APPENDIX ,R
MICROELECTRONICS AT MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY
A	 Introduction
The new microelectronics facility at Mississippi state Consists
of approximately 6600 square feet of space located in the newly
constructed (1977) Marry Charles Fleming Simrall Electrical Engi-
negring Building,	 Tho space and equipment represent a million'
dollars investment.	 Approximately 3000 square feet consists of
class 10 0 000 clean rooms.	 Within this space, facilities exist
Ior mask-making _ and photolithography, for chemical preparation,
oxidation, etching, diffusion of impurities, for metallization,
die-bonding and lead attachment, and for the evaluation of device
and integrated circuit parameters.	 In addition, the hybrid facili-
r ties allows fabrication of thick and thiA film circuits and
encapsulation.	 Close research ties with NASA Marshall Space
x
Flight Center makes available to EE students and faculty additional
r
research tools, Including'scanning electron microscope, Auger
analysis, electron microprobe, etc.
k The vast field of solid state electronics has experienced_
radical changes since the invention of the transistor in 1949, and
the invention of the integrated circuit in 1959.
	
Today's hand 'held
-w
calculator, for instance, contains more than 50,000 active solid
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state devices on a single substrate (called a '"chip"); electronic
watcher and appliances touch every aspect of our daily lives,
The rapidly changing technology which has evade such electronic
marvels possible posts a continuing challenge to an electrical
t engineering Faculty not only to keep abreast, but to devise a
curriculum which pauses such knowledge on to students, both graduate
and undergraduate, and to motivate them Aw a mariner adequate to
enable them to join that technology as actively contributing,
graduate: engineers.
	 To this rend, the Electrical Engineering
f;
Department at Mississippi State University has recently established
an extensive laboratory facility and :revised curriculum aimed at
meeting the threefold purpose of transmitting knowledge through
t teaching, at the undergraduate and graduate levels; npaning new
frontiers through research; and extending these efforts and findings
x to others through service.
Success in these endeavors depends on several important
ingredients;
1)	 A dedicated faculty possessing interest and expertise in
the vatio^Its areas of physical electronics. j
2`)	 An undergraduate curriculum devised to teach students not
only fundamental principles of 'physical electronics and of solid
state electron devices, but also of the technology which is used in
their realization.	 Students should be provided the opportunity to
z
achieve "hands-on" experience in device fabrication.;i
3,)	 A graduate teaching program offering education which enables
.x
students to do practical design and creative research contributing
to the state-of-the-art.
t
1:95	 t
r
4) A comprshensive research program which simultaneously
provides for the education of advanced students while contributing
knowled$,A *
 basic and applied, to the advancement of the field.
5) The availability of adequate laboratory facilities to
support both teaching and research activities.
B. New Electrical Engineering Facilities
The Harry Charles F. Simrall Electrical Engineering buildingi
was completed in January	 1977, consisting of 95,000 square feet of
floor space at a construction cost of 4.25 million dollars.
	 This
building was built under the direction of the State of Mississippi
Eul.ding Commission with funds appropriated by the State Legislature.
This general theme of the building is classrooms, computer
A
f
terminal and other heavily populated areas on the first floor,
department offices and student activity areas on the second floor
with teaching and .research laboratories on the third and fourth
floors.	 The features of the Harry Charles F. Simrall Electrical
q
Engineering building include:
i
1)	 10 classrooms with 102 seats total.
JJr
2)	 Computer terminal operated by computing center housing
1004 terminal And other special purpose equipment.
3)	 254 seat Auditorium.
4)	 Microelectronics laboratory complex for instruction and
research.
5)	 High voltage laboratory complex for instruction and'
z
research and testing.
u
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b) Computer design and application laboratory complex for
instruction and research.
7) Dedicated laboratories for instruction send research in
control systems microwave systems, c•mounication systems, and
electronic systems.
8) Dedicated instructional laboratories for study of digital
devices, networks and electronics.
9) Student activities and organization area.
10) f'acuIty and Departmental office complex.
The building now houses all programs and activities of the
Electrical Engineering Department which have previously been housed
In parts of skive buildings.
The Electrical Engineering Department includes 26 faculty
members, some with duties outside the department, 410 undergraduate
electricol engineering students, 42 undergraduate electronic
engineering technology students :id some 45 electrical engineering
graduate students for a total enrollment of some 500 students.`
C. Microelectronics
The objectives of the microelectronics program at Mississippi
F
State are consistent with the University charge to provide education,,
t	 research and service. These objectives are:
1) To provide an outstanding facility for research dealing
i	 with the electronic properties of materials, electron device
research, circuit fabrication technology, and computer aided design
r.
of electronic circuits.
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2)	 To provide circuit technology,
 accessible at several. ;levicelt,
of sopht:ntication which will support research and teaching activities
within the department, college and University.
3)	 To provide a facility available for prototype development
of electronic apparatus by industrial concerns and to provide an
expertise in electronic: fabrication technology to assist industrial
start-up operations.
:
k)	 To provide operational strategies to allow utilization of
the facilities on an ^,^conomically feasible basis consistent with
the commitment to supporting agencies.
The SCOPE of the developing facility is detailed below:
4	 I.	 Fabrication and processing capability
!	 A.	 Silicon integrated Circuit r
1.	 Thermal oxidation and impurity diffusion
2.	 Photolithography
3.	 Chemical vapor deposition
a.	 Polysilicon i
b.	 silicon dioxide
i
c.	 other (pbosphosilicate glass, silicon nitride, ;ate.
4.	 Aluminum film deposition
a.'_ sputtering
b.	 E-beam evaporation,
5.	 Expitaxial silicon
6.	 Ion-implantation-
A.	 Hybrid integrated Circuits fi
1.	 Thick film screen printing and firing
4
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2.	 Chip and wire banding b
,.
3.	 Component trimin
j
!+.
	 Substrate, scribing
S.	 Packaging and encapsulation;t
C.	 Printed Circuits
1.	 board sensitization, exposure, and d6vaopment f,
i
2.	 Board etching and drilling
3.	 Board plating
4.	 Board lamination
II.	 Computer Aided Design
A.	 Art work generation by computer
1.	 Printed circuit layout from line drawing
2.	 Custom art work for hybrid and monolithic IC's
3.	 Art work from cell librairies and layout programs
B.	 Art work processing
1.	 Reduction
2.	 Step and repeat reduction of IC master masks
(presently thru NASA)
3.	 Development of working masks
C.	 Circuit A6alysis
1.	 PCAP r,
E 2.	 Nonlinear circuit analysis program
(f	 i
3.	 Digital. logic and timing analysis
?	 III.	 Experimontal Evaluation
f
itt
A.	 Electrical:
	 C-V, sheet resistanca, curve tracing,
t
probe testing, circuit testing.
,,
j'
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B. Electrochemical: lap and stain,,anodization
L° I	
C Optical: Microscopic, interferometric t ellipsometric
D. Surface analysis;_ SEM with SIMS or Auger attachment
(presently thru NASA)
D. Description of Facilities
g
As indicated earlier, the new $4.25 million Harry F. C. Simrall
Electrical Engineering Building became occupied in January of 1977. 	 I
a ,
In the electronics area, the department owned or had custody of
' approximately $250,000 worth of equipment related to microelectronics
prior to moving into the new facilities.	 Primarily the existing
equipment consisted of that furnished by the state, (mostly in the
in the past 3 to 5 years), surplus equipment from NASA, much built
in-house, and GFE items.
The microelectronics facilities are located on the fourth floor
of the building and consume in excess-of 6,600 square.. feet.
Approximately 3,000 square feet of this consist of class 10,001
Clean rooms.	 At a conservative building cost of $45 per square
foot„ this represents approximately a $300,000 investment in floor
space alone.	 In addition, the department either has purchased or 	 j
Is in the process of purchasing some $175,000 worth of new equipment
to furnish the microelectronics laboratory and associated supporting
labs.	 Thus, a total commitment by the University of well over a
-
half million dollars is being invested in this area for purposes of
F= fundamental research and teaching. 	 In addition,, equipment obtained
through industrial donations represents well over $350,000 to date.
,a	 z
_	 a ^
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Through University acquisition and industrial donations, the
department will be equipped to do significant research in silicon
Integrated circuits, thick film and chip hybrid circuits.
The .following describes the fourth floor microelectronics
laboratories and related support. facilities.	 All rooms have
F	
9
compressed air, vacuum, chemical, drains, and extensive venting
i
for safe and convenient operation.
A	 Silicon Fabrication
This activity is to be carried out in three different zooms,
all class 10,000,	 The water supply consists of an evaporation still,
s
a storage tank with ultraviolet light source, adeionizer, and
submicron filters for delivering a minimum of two gallon /minute
of 15-18 megohm/cm. water.
Al,	 Process Room
This large 30 x 40 foot room has one fume hood with
etching sink and D. 1. water.	 Benches and cabinets and a quartz
f
mullite tube closet are also included.	 There exist five vented gas'
^,
bottle closets capable of storing ten large cylinders.	 Water, drains 3
and 3-phase power, are available for furnaces and reactor equipment.
ae
The basic equipment includes:
,rhermco Spartan 6-tube furnace with class-100 load 	 }
station and source cabinets.
t
Three single tube furnaces (Lindberg, Marshall and BTU),
IE
Vaponics deionized water system with additional
reservoir for continuous cycle filtering
. Wafer dicer
Unicorp. Inc. Unipole VIII Epitaxial reactor with
dual 8" suseeptors driven by a LEPEL solid state power supply (143KVA)
Four point probe
. Lap and stain facilities
4
Ellipsometer/Laser source
Microscopes
i	 . Multiple probe station
Capacitance Voltage test station
. Anodization equipment
. Large dewars for liquid nitrogen and liquid oxygen
For the furnaces, two tubes will be equipped to
operate as hot-walled low pressure CVD reactors. The remaining
tubes will be used for diffusion and oxidation. One or more tubes
r	
will be available for non-silicon work.
A2. Photolithographic Room	 j
k	 i
► 	 This room is 10 x 24 feet and is equipped 	 r
► 	 with three in-line class 100 clean benches and two pass- through
ovens with nitrogen ambi;ents. All photo resist and developing
( 	 i
operations are done in class 100 environment.. Photo-resist
spinning is done under temperaturi4'and humidity control. Oxide
`
	
	
etching and wafer washing is done in end stations with high quality 	 z
water. Other equipment includes:
Two-head spinner, plus'a single-head spinner
205
Electroglaso mask aligner for 1 1/2" wafers, plus two
Caspar aligners for 1 1/2" to 3" wafers
Balance table's
t^
Interference microscope
l
g	
Hot plate/stirrers, etc.
A3.	 Metalization and Bonding Room
§	 This large 30 x 20 foot class 10 0 000 clean room
.F
f^= if for the deposition of metal films and thermal-compression
bonding.	 It is equipped with compressed air, vacuum, D. 1. water
s	 and chemical drains.	 Pertinent equipment ,includes:
NRC-Varian 6" diffusion pump vacuum station equipped
with a Sloan sputtering system and a thickness monitor
`	 Hughes pulse tip thermal-compression bonder
Class 100 clean station for bonder
Varion Vacion vacuum station equipped for thermal
evaporation of aluminum including film thickness monitor and class
r
100 clean station
_
CI;Ass 100 clean benches for multiple probe station
and vacuum system work areas
r Work benches and cabinets
Large dewars for liquid nitrogen
A 200 KeV ion implanter is to be added to this room
T
r	 in early 1979.
Perkin-Elmer Vacion vacuum station equipped with
k
}	
r
dlAal E-beam guns for depositing alloys.
1
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B. Hybrid Fabrication
This activity will be carried out in one large 48 x 42
foot room equipped with fume heedso sinks compressed ai,r, 'vacuum
and three-phase power.	 Ample bench tops and storage cabinet space
i
Is also available.	 Equipment includes:
r' 0	 Thick film screen printer
.	 Class 100 clean bench for printer
r
.	 Drying oven
.	 Thermco belt furnace
Thick film trimmer
Thick film trimmer
Multiple probe station
_
Electronic instrumentation for circuit evaluation
Packaging and sealing station
C	 Artwork and Mask Making
This work will be carried out in four different rooms.
". Cl.	 Computer Aided Plotting Room
This 30 x 50 foot room was initially scheduled for	 t;
all artwork but a more comprehensive computer aided 'graphics
r
facility is being developed. 	 Equipment includes:
Gerber Scientific 1200 plotter with HP minicomputer
tape drive (36 x 36 inch plotting surface with Ink or photo exposure
heads)	 j
.	 Tektronix graphics terminal with hard copy capability
.	 Uniscope CRT terminal to the central campus UNIVAC 1108
s computer
2017
i1
Data Oenieral Eclipse S1130 minicomputer with video
monitors and Varian Statos 42 high densityelectrostatic printer/
1	 plotterw
Lexidata color graphics terminal
Digitizing tare.* for generating check plots on
Gerber plotter
C2.
	 Manual Graphics
This will be done in the reduction room.
	
Equipment
a
includes drafting tables and a Unitech coordinatograph with digital
i
read-out.	 Rubylith masks are produced with this system,
'	 s
C3.
	
Dark Room
This is a small dark room with modern developing sink
temperature controlled water source, and ample storage cabinets and
bench top space.
C4.	 Reduction Room F
This room is part of the printed, circuits lab and is
a
equipped with a precision Dekacon reduction camera (36 x 36 inch
mask mounting capabilities).
C5.	 Step and Repeat Room
This is an 8 x 24 ,foot class 10,000 clean room and
is part of the silicon IC complex. 	 It is equipped with two class
100 clean benches.	 One bench has a sink and hood for development
LL and one bench is for a step and repeat camera.	 The first bench is
equipped with compressed air, nitrogen blow gun, and -a DI submicron
filtered water.
It is hoped that a step and repeat camera will be
added soon.
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aD. Printed Circuit Lab
This laboratory is equipped with benches, a fume hood and
rink, anu two spray etchers, water dryer, KPR developer unit, IR
oven, dip coater, rinse unit, shea '&,_pilot hole punch, drill press,
light table, etc. Almost all of this equipment it new.
E. Other Equipment
The microelectronics laboratory has .a wide assortment of
electronic equipment for evaluation of semiconductor devices and
circuits, including signal sources, meters, counters, curve tracers,
scopes, etc. A partial listing of new equipment just purchased
includes:
100_meg Hz Oscilloscope, (Tektronics Mod 465);
Sampling Oscilloscope (HP Mod 182C main frame with HP
1810A aampler)
. Digital to Analog Converter, HP 49303A;
X-Y recorder, HP Mod. 7015;
LRC meter, HP Mod 4332A; 	 1
Precision multimeters, HP 3490A;
e
Interface bus, HP 5931OA
etc
F. Supporting Laboratories
F1. Electro-optic Laboratory
This lab is equipped with a vibration free table,
optical benches, detectors, tens, filter, optical radiation detector,
}	 two lasers (5 watt argon and 100 milliwatt Helium-Neon), and several
items ofstandard electronic instrumentation.
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F2. Communications Laboratory
This facility includes extensive electronic
instrumentation for microwave measurements and for signal analysis.
Equipment includes wave guides, slatted lines, microwave sources,
UHF sources, wave analyzers, antennae, etc.
	
New equipment will
include a spectrum analyzer (up to 1.8 G Nz) and a vector voltmeter
for a-parameter measurements.	 Also included are maximal length
pseudo-random noise generators and bit pattern generators. 	 The
laboratory is ,located in two rooms on the fourth floor and has two
antenna locations on the roof of the building.
F3.	 Instruction Laboratory
t
t Two large rooms and several smaller rooms are
` 3 dedicated to teaching and project laboratories. 	 A wide variety of
instrumentation, breadboarding equipment, logic trainers, power
supplies, etc. are available for instruction, training and project
work.
a,
V
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APPENDIX F
POST-HEAT TREATMENT EFFECTS ON DOUBLE LAYER
METAL STRUCTURES FOR VLSI APPLICATIONS-
Ai	 Introduction
The increasing demands toward greater packing densities in LSI
and VLSI make It Imperative that multilevel metallization systems
be developed.	 Although several reviews have been written (Fl-110
the realization of reproducible and reliable results have yet to be
forthcoming.	 The most common problem associated with double layer
metal has been the inability to make t► Iectrical contacts between.
k,
metal layers through via holes etched in the dielectric to provide
electrical cotimunication between metals. 	 The problem is more acute
when the number o f vias is large (> 500) and are relatively small in
size (<0.2 mil square).	 Another, less important problem is ` associ-
ated with shorts between metal layers due to pinholes in the ' dielec-
tric film, thin spots, or poor coverage of hillocks in the first
level metal.
	
An example of the use of double layer metal for cir-
cuit application [F-8] is given in Figure F-l.
10)
In order to study the effects associated with double layer`
metal structures having a large number of small vial, a test pattern u' ^
was generated consisting of a string of 560 vias.	 The via size was
i varied from 0.5 mil square to 0.2 mil square per string.	 Electri-
cal measurements were made on the test pattern after initial-
t €
sintering and subsequent heat treatments in order, to monitor
a
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OINTERMETAL
OXIDE
N-CHANNEL
GATE OXIDE
N+
P WELL
4SIVATION
(IDE
VIA FOR INTERCONNECT
COMPLETED
AL GATE C MOSFET
DOUBLE LEVEL METALLIZATION
Figure F-1.	 An example of the use of double layer metal in the
realization of an aluminum Kate C-MOSFFT structure.
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contact lresistance behaviot and variation# in yield. Metal
Interconnects between visa were typically 0.7 mils wide although
samples were also prepared and tested having interconnects of
0.4 0 0.5 0
 and 0.6 mil wide Al, with little or no variation in
results.
B. Preparation of Test Vehicle
The steps involved in preparing the test 'vehicle consist of
the following.
	 The starting material was 3 -8 ohm-cm, (100) oriented,
`	 n-type 'phosphorous doped silicon wafers.
	 A field oxide was thermally
g	 y	 2	 B,	 2town in dry 0	 for 5 minutes	 boiling ^^ 0 for 60 minutes and then
dry 02
 for an additional 15 minutes at 900% resulting in an oxide
1	 thickness of 14K
 A.	 'A.	 Prior to depositing the first layer metal., a 
cleaning step was performed, this consisted of a one-minute rinse F
1
in deionized water.
	 The wafer was then dehydrated at 900% in an
N2 ambient for 10 minutes.
	 The first metal layer was d.c. sputtered
structural grade Al alloy 6061 of O.Um thickness.	 The metal was
patterned using conventional photolithographic techniques with
Waycoat-31
 negative phetoresist.
Prior to depositing the dielectric, scribe lines (0. 7 mils
wide) were etched aro ►and the test patterns through the thermally
	 r
r	 grown field oxide down to the silicon substrate.
	 These lines were
	 }
a	 j
used as an etch end-point monitor in etching vias `in the intermetal
dielectric.
x
f	 The intermetal oxide was next deposited at 400°C using CVD of
s	 g
SIN4 0% in Ar) and 02 (and later P 205 of approximately 3 mole
r:	 ;w
t
s	 21.3-
.-^.-,
1
percent) to a thickness of 8K Dielectric thickness was measured
with an (laser) ell psomater, Visa were etched in this dielectric
;Film with buffered HF using standard photolithographic masking.
This etching was done first by dipping the wafers in a stirred
nr
solution of etchant using the scribe lines as reference to dater- 	 t
i
mine when etching was completely through the dielectric film, In
later processes, this etching was done ultrasonically in a totally
w	 enclosed container.
The second layer metal wo.4 also deposited using do oputtering
of the some target used in the first layer metal and patterned.
Typically a 15 minute aluminum sintering process at 470'C preceded
the first testing of the completed test vehicle.
C. Expeelmental Results
Approximately 50 wafers were processed. Bach wafer had 200-220
test patterns with via sizes ranging from 0.2 mils square to 0.5
mils square. Table I represents a summary of results in terms of
r
percent yield obtained for each via size as a function of fabrics
Lion process. Process A through L are.explained below. Among
other variables it will be noted that each process is characterized
by an etch time associated with etching the vies in the intermetal
dielectric film. The scribe lines were used as reference. When
k	 all dielectric was etched from these scribe lines, this was defined
as the 'break' time. Any additional etching beyond this break time
is measured in seconds.
t
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p	,
AVia
8 O
Resistance
Process
Percentage
for
D	 8
560
I	 IF
Identification
'Mold
Vine c
0 1 H
20
I	 I
Meg
JI
Ohm
K LVia sine
0.5 Milo 81 176 95 98 99 98 94 84 94 98 98 '98
0.4 mils 70 56 Be 94 97 98 92 82 89, 90 97 97
0.3 mile 61 53 64 85 93 94 92 83 87 80,100 100
0.2 oils 40 18 64 82 91 94 93 89 72 67 98 98
Via
A B
Resistance
C
Process
A
Percentage
for
K
560
F
Identification.,
Yield
Was 4
G	 H
10 Kil
I J
Ohms
K LVia Size
4.5 mils 17 59` 86 97 97 94 84 61 92 93 98 98
0,4 mile 8 48 73 89 94 96 88 64 82 90 97 97
0.3 mile 0 30 45 64 89 92 88 74 85 80 1001100
%0.2 mile 1	 0 14 113 126 44 59 64 52 , 38 67 98 98
Via
A B
'Resistance
I	 C
Process
I	 D
Percentage
for
B
560
F'
Identification
Yield
Vias
G
< 1
H
Kil
I
Ohm
J` K LVia Sire
0.5 mils 0 59 78 185 86' 82 74 56 92 9.2 98 98
0.4 mils 0 46 47 66 72 72 68 54 82 90'`97 97
0.3 mils 0 28 85 36 47 55 58 56 85 80 100 100
0.2 mils 0- 8 10 15
c
22 ' 27 30 30 32 67 ` 75 98
i
r	 Table I-H
i
Table I-C'
Table I Percentage .yield as a function of processing with viu
size as a parameter for contact resistance of 560 vial
less Chan 20 Megohm, 10 Kilohm, and 1 Kilohm for tables
I-Ay  I-'B,, and I-C, respectively.'
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Process Definitions;
1)	 Wafers ware processed as described in section A.
The width of the first level metal interconnect of 0.4, 0959 0.6 and
07 mils corresponded to test patterns having square visa of 0.2,
0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 oils, respectilvely. The width of the second oletal
was 0.7 mils,	 Via etch time woo break plus 10 seconds.
2)	 Wafers were processed es described in section B.
The metal interconnects on both levels were 0.7 mils wide.	 (This
I
is true for all processes 2 through 7). Via etch time was break
plus 10 seconds.
3)	 Wafers processed as described in section B with via
etch time in stirred dielectric atchant extended 20 seconds 'beyond
break time.
	
r
t
4 thru 7) correspond to wafers processed as described in
section B but with via etch time in stirred dielectric etchant
extended 40 0 60, 80, 100 and 120 seconds beyond break, respectively.
(Note; that the values given for processes 1) through 7) represent
an average of five different process runs of eight wafers for each
run»)
8)	 Wafers processed as described in section B but
having a phosphorous doped intermetal dielectric of 3.1 mole per"
Gent (as determined by Auger spectroscopy) and with vial etched in
stiAled dielectric etchant for 20 seconds beyond break.'
9)	 Wafers processed as described in 8 above except via
etching was done ultrasonically In.a closed container for 20
ry
9 seconds beyond break.
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Figure F-2.	 Percent yield as a function of etch time beyond 	 .;
°`
a
break with via size as a parameter. Intermetal
dielectric etch accomplished with stirred B.O.E.
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Figure F--2, (continued), Percent yield as a function of etch'
time beyond break with via size as ,a parameter..
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10)	 Wafers processed as described in 9 above with the
j addition of a first level metal cleaning step through the viaa
t prior to depositing the second level metal.	 The metal cleaning
solution consisted of an ethylene glycol-buffered HF-R 20 solution
for the removal of Al 203 from the first level metal prior to
deposition of second level metal [F-10}.
ll)	 Wafers processed as described in 10 above but having
undergone a one-half hour post heat (sintering) treatment at 490°C.
a4
The results of processes 3 through 8 are, ,iisplayed graphically
In Figure F-2.	 The data are shown in Tables Fl-A, B, and C whichj
give the percent yield for via contact resistances less than 20
meg-ohms, 10 ki.l-ohms and 1 ktl-ohm. 	 It is desirable to have,
minimum contact resinanre (i.e. less than 250 ohms) since as the
t_
number of vias increase from 600 to approximately 3000 for a VLSI
circuit, the resistance will increase proportionately,	 Any pattern,
4
having a contact resistance greater than 20 meg-ohm is assumed to E
r be an open-circuit in Table F1.
Wafers processed as described in D in Table F1 were used for 9
4
an Auger surface analysis of the first level metal through a 0.5 mili
via gust prior to depositing the second level metal.	 The purpose
of the Auger analysis was to determine what insulating mateials
F	 ,= reside on the surface of the first level metal which prevented good
low resistance ohmic contact between metal levels. 	 The results of 'a
this analysis indicated the following materials were present with
f	
r an accuracy of ± 5%:
i
F
g 210 T
Al203	64Z
C	 31%
N	 18X
Mg	 1.3%b
Si	 0.6%
F	 0.6%
5	 0.7X
0	 (other than Al203)	 <0:1X
For this contact, the amounts of Mg and Si were about the same as
the bulk Al alloy so there did not seem to be any surface enrichment
of M92 Si which was suspected as_a source of the high resistance.o
When about 100A of this surface was removed by ion etching, the
N,S,F, and G were greatly reduced, which suggested that they may
be a source of interfacial contamination.
i
!
The large percentage of carbon measured (31X) is believed to
be a result of the photoresist leaving a carbon residue on the
i
wafer.	 The composition of this photoresist could not be obtained
from the manufacturer.
It should be noted that the composition of the structural
grade Al. 6061 consist of the following impurities:
Si	 0.4 - 0.8%
Cu	 0.15 - 0.47
Fe	 0.7X
Mg	 0.8 - 1.2%
Mn	 0.15X i
Cr	 0.15 - 0.:357
Zn	 0.25%
Ti	 0.157
x
The primary reason for using this Al alloy was for the prevention
of hillock formation.
Post heat treatment or sintering o£ -a wafer exhibiting an
initial poor yield (i.e. less than one kil-ohm for a chain of 560
fi
as
s,
vial in series) can increase the effective yield by 500 to 700% as
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w	 0	 0	 Y.
is A
loo	 Percentage Yield vs. Time of Heat Treatment
at T 490*C.
f
Total Average Contact Resistance
M1.. 2 vs. Post Heat Treatment Time
at 490°C.
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Figure F-4. Average contact resistance for 560 vial of all 0.5 mil
' square chips as a function of post heat treatment time
' for wafer OW. (Total numberof chips	 55)
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illustrated In Figure 3 for 'wafers 10H and 2W. These wafers were
processed as in 'C' above, having only a 15 minute 470 °C , sintering
before initial testing. All addition sintering was done at
490°C in a nitrogen ambient.
Is
The primary reason for this increase in yield with post heat
treatment is due to the fact that the Al-to-Al contact resistance
decreases with sintering, as demonstrated in Figure 4. Here, the
average resistance for all test patterns having 0.5 mil square
	
l
vies (approximately 55 of the total 212 chips) is plotted as
a function of sintering time. As the time of sintering increases,
the number of test patterns having a contact resistance < 1 kil-ohm
increases, hence the yield increases.
On an individual chip basis, the contact resistance for 560
^.	 vias per chip behaved as shown in Figure F-5. For a given wafer
which initially exhibits a relatively poor yield, the number of
chips behaving in the manner shown for chips #10C and 1OW was
approximately 51%, those behaving like chip #10R was 27 %
 and those	 a
like chip #10T was 10%.
 The remaining chips either exhibited low
	
j
initial contact resistance ( 300 ohms) or were open
-circuited
(>20 meg-ohms). Those chips initially exhibiting a low contact.`
resistance generally had their resistance lowered with increasing, i
heat treatment, how4ver a few chips showed a gradual increase in
	
1
.resistance with Increased heat treatment time as shown in FigureY-6.
It is believed that this Increase in resistance is duerimaril top_	
_ 
y
4
the consumption of Al by SiO 2 to lessen the Al thickness. Since
at -490°C Al reacts chemically with SiO 2 to lessen the Al thickness.
r
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p
Since at 490 'C Al reacts chemically with Si0 2 to form At203 and
a	
_
free Si;AI is consumed at a rate of 210A /hr.[F-15]
The most predominant trend found in sintering of double level'
metal test patterns In demonstrated in Figure F-1. A's interred
from this plot of contact resistance as a function of post-heat
Ps treatment for these two wafers, the average contract resistance
r decreases drastically for the first few hours of sintering.
Because of this feature, the realization of multiple level metal
4
	
-
'. LST having a large number of vial ( > 2000) is a distinct possibility.
One major problem involved in post heat treatment of double
layer metal structures is that the dielectric (C.V.D. - SiO2) has
r
a tendence to crack or "craze" at elevated temperatures ( >5000O).
t
This cracking, as illustrated in Figure F-8, is due to excess
stress on the :insulating layer [F . 9].	 One method to Lessen, if
not-alleviate this problem, is to use a phosphorous doped dielec-
tric of 3 to 5 mole percent.
	
This increases the effective tempera-
ture for which sintering can be done 'before cracking is+observed [F.9 1
Using this phosphorous doped diele'c.tric (also called ^sbos-
phosilicate glass or PSG) resulted in a much higher yield as shown
in Table 1 and also a considerable less contact resistance as
shown in Figure F-9
	
Here the average contact resistance as a
function of via size is plotted for a test pattern with a doped
dielectric layer for no heat treatment (curve BO and with 30
minutes post heat treatment at 490°C (curve A). 	 These results are
compared to the best results obtained for the undoped case (curve,C),
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14 Contact Resistance vs. Heat Treatment
Wafer NIOH at 490°C,
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i. Figure F-5. -Contact resistance of 560 vias as a function of heat
treatment time for several' different chips of wafer
#lOH at a temperature of 490 0C.'
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Contact Resistance vs. Time of Heat Treatmenti
Wafer N10H at 490°C.
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t Figure F-6. Contact resistance of 560 vial as a function of heat
treatment time for wafer #10H showing slight increase
I; in resistance with time of heat treatment for -.6% ofL
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the chips on the wafer.
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Contact Resistance vs_, Time of Heat
Treatment for Wafers 02 and f10 at
490'C.
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Figure F-7.	 Contact resistance trends as a function of heat treatment
time for wafers #2 and #10
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even after many hours of heat treatment. The table in the
figure indicates resistance and percent yield for each case
presented.
A resistance map of the wafer shown in curve B is given below
173 159 154 217 161 143 158 196 176
170 171 oo 157 231 158 161 lS9 183 171 158
166 163 168 158 166 226 162 162 162 171 167 161 164
164 164 167 161,158 208 164 159 161 172 170 163 169 173
168 170 170 160 159 212 163 161 163 228 169 164 	 172 164
157 168 169 170 165 158 219' 162 161,160 234 168 163 163 170 160
164 170 170 171 164 156 213` 161 163 159 221 173 159 163 170 165
112 173 201 176 164 151 143 173 op
 163 192 174 162 162 170 171
164 175 375 181 167 159 405 172 162 158 181 167 161 164167 165
1.77 202 182 169 159 211 164 161 154 176 164 160 156.166
1,76 216 184 171 161 228 169 158 154 Oe 162 156 154 165
44 198 179 171 162 228 164 158 153 173. 160 157 151
260 181 171 163 231 166 159 154 172 160 153
177 166 200 167 159 151 167 157
Via size .4	 5 .2 .3 .4 .5 .2 93 	 4 .5 .2 .3 .4 .5 . 2 .3 P 4
A. Analysis and Conclusions
The following cements and conclusions may be derived from
this investigation,
t	 1) The variation In width of the metal interconnects between
C
	 vias had-little influence' on yield, as expected. It may have had
a slight effect on total resistance, expecially for the 0.4 mil
f	
compared to 0.7 mil wide interconnect, but this was not detectable.
The majordifficulty cameinmaskalignment ' ofthe smaller interconnects.
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Photomicrograph (A)
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Photomicrograph (B)
Figure F-8.	 Photomicrograph of teat pattern at 30OX magnification
illustrating crazing tendency at temperatures '-500°C
and for fast pull from the furnace. Photomicrograph
(A) shows crazing around a teat pad whereas ( B) shows
crazing in the test pattern itself.
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Average Contact Resistance vs. Via Size
700	 for {wafer 14-1 Before and After Post
Heat Treatment
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Figure F-9. Average contact resistance vs. via size for wafer #14-1
having phosphorous doped intermetal dielectric before post
heat treatment (curve B) and after 30 minutes at 490% (curve A).
For comparison with a wafer having an undoped dielectric;, curve C
represents such,a wafer after undergone 8`hours of post heat
treatment at 490°C. (Note contact resistance for 0.5 mil via
of wafer in curve C prior to post heat treatment was 90 kilohms.)
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2) The extension of the via etch time of the dielectric film
for both the dipped (stirred) etching and the ultrasonic etching
indicated a substantial improvement in yield with only a slight
undercutting for extended times below 90 seconds. (As expected,
the doped dielectric etched faster than the undoped.) For etch
times beyond break in excess of 110 seconds; the yield decreased.
This is believed to be attributed to an increase in contact
xesstance- and thus a decrease in field - due to a chemical_	 y
reaction between the dielectric etchant and the alloys of the
sputtered aluminum to form an insulating layer at the surface of
the first levP1 raetal prior to depositingthe second layer.
As indicated in Figure F-2, the optimum etch time is dependent
on the size via being etched, 	
s
3) The addition of phosphorous doping to the oxide eliminated
the possiblity of intermetal dielectric cracking for post heat
treatment temperatures below 500 o C. A considerable increase in
4
yield was also realized, having total average contact 'resistances
a
slightly over 200 ohms for 0.5 mil vias and 250 ohms for 0.2 mil
k
aser Figure F-9.p	 	 (A slow pull of the wafer from the furnace was
also practiced to eliminate cracking.)
4) The use of an ultrasonic etching bath for etching vial
gives a :much better probability of etching small vias (<0.2 mils).
r	 This etching was accomplished in a completely enclosed container.
^r..	 5) The chemical cleaning of the first level metal through
i	 the vias prior to depos iting the second level metal also increased
yield. The first layer Al develops a thin oxide coating as soon as 	 i
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,it is exposed to the atmosphere and this oxide skin creates a
i`it
high resistance upon depositi ng the second layer.	 This coo8	 	 	 ^	 led	 p
x'
with the difficulty of removing all of the dielectric film from
^F
the via and the formation of oxides of the alloys contained within
i
'^
the Al all tend toward low yield, high resistance contacts.	 There
1
K are actually two approaches for solving this problem, back sputtering
t
k and chemical etching.
	
Back sputtering has the advantage that the
oxide thickness can in principle be reduced to zero if the subse-
quent metallization is Applied without exposure to air. 	 The
disadvantages include.	 possibility of radiation induced MS damage;
r
potential for contamination of the sputtering system; redeposition
of previously sputtered materials especially from the substrate
table; etc.	 The chemical etch procedure does not have these
° disadvantages, but the oxide thickness can never be reduced to
zero.
	 [F.141
The use of a 1 :1:1 ethylene glycol: buffered -HF	 H2O etch
o
removes all but 30 -50 A of oxide [F.10] without attacking the Al.	 !
(The second ;layer sputtered Al can easily penetrate this oxide
thickness to form good ohmic contacts.)	 This etch was done just
prior to second level metallization.
6)	 The application of post heat treatments can drastically
increase yield by lowering total via contact resistance. 	 There
4are several possible reactions which could occur to cause this
temperature effect. [F.111
	
Aluminum could react with aluminum
suboxides and thus break up the continuous layer of dielectric.
Alternately, the recrystal .lizatlon of aluminum in both of the
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level could mechanically disrupt the thin native oxide layer,
therefore forming aluminum-to-aluminum contaa-t Ate yet, there
is no evidence for this speculation.
Figures F-4 and F-S indicate that In some cases the contact
resistance increases with post heat treatment time prior to the
"diffusion" through this 'interfacial contamination' by the two
layers of aluminum.	 If this contamination were Sip 2 , then it
could be said that there exists excess ionic silicon in the oxide
which becomes tied-up upon the application of post heat treatments
[F-111.
	
Since the contamination is probably Al 203' one might say
there exist excess ionized Al in the oxide which reacts with the
oxidizing species durin,$ the sintering process, thus decreasing
othe total ionic charge. in the oxide layer causing the net resistance
to increase,
7)	 Vesting the via test pattern can be tedious.	 For high
resistance vias the measured resistance was seen to be both light
sensitive and current sensitive.
	
As a result, all testing was
accomplished in the dark..	 Ideally, very low testing potentials
are applied in order not to break down a barrier layer thus
_ m
turning a defective via into a good one.
	
Also, theoretically,
vias should not be tested in series, since the entire applied
voltage will be dropped across a defective via, probably causing
`
it to break down and appear good. 	 :However, in our testing, all
t	 vias were measured at once in series using a digital voltmeter.
8)	 Recently, a new planar multilevel interconnection tech-
nology was introduced [F.13] using polyimide films. 	 Although,
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ithis procedure appears to be very promising for future applications
if taken at face value, it is felt there is, still many facets of
"magic" associated with it.
rigg^
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